
John Rankin Strang diary   

Voyage of ‘City of Dunedin’ 1863 

 

The quay was completely crammed with friends taking their leave and face to face 

giving their last advice.  

We walked the plank with the feeling that months would elapse ere one again trod 

mother earth. 

 

2.30pm the cable was loosed and the huge paddle began to move – the ‘Cardiff 

Castle’ bore us into the stream and carried us to our home pro tem the ‘City of 

Dunedin’ The little steamer Cardiff Castle well laden with men women children 

bedding luggage duly passed Port Glasgow and Greenock and bore down on out craft.  

‘City of Dunedin’ She is built on beautiful lines and has recent improvements in her 

gear including a patent in her steering apparatus giving the man at the wheel great 

power over her. 

 

A few painful partings damped the spirits of all hearts I have no doubt that were 

welling up and required all the fortitude to restrain but restrained they were and we 

left with the appearance at least of resignation. 

 

There is confusion for the greater part of the night getting our beds in order and 

fatigued by the day’s labour bedded early.  

 

Out on the Irish Coast Irish men in boats sell us fresh fish.  

On the Sabbath the sailors wear Sunday dress. We spotted a whale. 

 

The ‘City’ is doing well and leading the way to all shipping we come across.  

We fish over the side. The rain is falling torrents; it does allow a shower bath in the 

oppressive heat. A wet day on an immigrant ship is the worst thing imaginable. A 

most miserable day if you cannot dry out.  

 

When meeting other shipping letters are exchanged and news and information passed 

on. There is always trying to find amusement, light literature in is demand so some 

are selling periodicals.Sometimes there is dancing afternoons and evenings on deck. 

Coal is brought up from the hold for cooking. 

Reaching the Cape it is mild and calm for wintertime. 

 Thence to the Cape had unusually light westely wind often only making 3 to 4 knots. 

The mizzen-royal  not being reefed for twenty-four hours during the whole time.
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A squall came which caused the ship to lay-to so much that what with articles not 

properly lashed began tumbling about, the sea gurgling at your ear, the mate shouting 

his orders to ‘take in’ sail, the crew (all hands) on duty heigh ho-ing ten times more 

than was necessary, some women screaming as if going straight to destruction and 

some men foolishly dressing and going on deck – ordered below with pitching of the 

vessel, and what with cans, port manteaus and all what not pitching into the bed on 

top of us at each lurch of the ship – there was little sleep. Bottoms were shaken out of 

beds with danger to those below. We are blockaded in bunks by overturned boxes and 
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broken delft. A crewman is washed down with a wave under the winch of the pump 

and has a broken leg. 

 

A grand concert is put on but time is hanging on hands and Mr Gossip and Mr Slander 

have great rein. 

 

Our boots are getting mouldy. 

Dogs are very valuable and it costs 3 pounds for their passage. Oatmeal is selling at 2 

shillings per stone. 

 

It was too hot and now it is too cold so have put up curtains to contain some of the 

draught. There have been hailstones coming through the hatch.  
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Wednesday July the 29

th
 Great gloom overcast our little world today as the news 

spread that one of our number had passed to the great world of the Spirits. Death 

seized his first victim from our midst this morning, and if such an occurance is 

calculated in induce seriousness on land it is much more so at sea where we are so 

much together so distantly situated from all the world beside. The deceased was a 

somewhat aged woman formerly a sick nurse who for a considerable length of time 

had been in a weak state of health and had come with family hoping to be benefited 

by the voyage. All that could be done for her was done. The Dr supplied her with 

wine and the captain with chickens but nature was exhausted and the stomach repelled 

all nourishment and the fell destroyer in form of dysentery put an end to suffering.   

 

Sunday August 8
th

 

Great hubbub about 2 o’clock this morning water cans getting upset and chests 

moving about with rolling of ship, kept up 12 knots all night and sometimes over 12. 

In the early part of morning the sea was terribly grand. I do not mean to endorse the 

statement of those who have seen waves mountain high but there is something in such 

a sea as we have this morning that well repays all the little inconvenience of ship life 

and to landsmen except those who are of a nervous temperament the disturbed and 

restless deep affords an interesting theme of thought and observation. When the ship 

went down into the trough of the sea you might fancy that she was going to plough 

right into the mass ahead but she rises up the bank and is carried right forward on the 

top of the wave beyond her own speed. By the afternoon it greatly increased in 

toughness and beauty I was only sorry that we had not moonlight to such a scene so 

went below about 10 and bedded. 

 

August 10
th

 Monday Slight snow shower fell during the night but soon disappeared of 

deck. Passed early this morning some spars and as seemed part of a hull but it is 

difficult to tell. 
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